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AGENDA 

9:00-9:15 Welcome and introduction 

Jessica Farmer, Adult Education Supervisor | UW Botanic Gardens 

Joy Wood, Founder and Ecologist | Restoration Analytics & Design LLC 

Rolf Gersonde, Senior Environmental Analyst | Seattle Public Utilities, President of the 

Board of Directors | Northwest Chapter of the Society for Ecological Restoration 

9:15-10:00 Novel and designed ecosystems: challenges for ecological restoration 

Dr. Eric Higgs, Professor of Environmental Studies | University of Victoria 

 

Recognition of novel (self-assembled with partial or no historical analogue) and 

designed (created and engineered for specific purposes; e.g., green roofs) ecosystems 

pose challenges for classical views of restoration. How can ecological restoration remain 

nimble and adaptive in the face of rapid change? 

10:00-10:15 Break 

10:15-11:00 Reference Communities: Classification of Native Vegetation in the Pacific Northwest  

Tynan Ramm-Granberg, Vegetation Ecologist, Washington Dept. of Natural Resources, 

Natural Heritage Program 

 

Ecosystems are dynamic and often heterogeneous, but classification serves to 

summarize these complex patterns, allowing for systematic and transparent 

communication about ecological diversity. The Washington Natural Heritage Program 

classifies native ecosystems using an approach which includes all vegetated areas with 

at least one percent of the area covered by live vegetation, including natural, semi-

natural, and “cultural” vegetation. Natural ecosystems occur where plant species 

composition and structure are determined by ecological processes and are neither 

initiated, nor maintained, by anthropogenic forces. After using the classification to 

identify natural ecosystems, Natural Heritage Program ecologists apply Ecological 

Integrity Assessments to evaluate individual occurrences. Those that rate highly may 

then be used as “reference standards” for use as restoration targets, or as benchmarks 

in evaluating other sites for conservation. 

11:00-11:45 Union Bay Natural Area: A Dynamic Mosaic of Visions 

Rodney Pond, Executive Director | Sound Salmon Solutions 

 

The multilayered history of the Union Bay Natural Area - from lake edge tule marsh to 

landfill to public natural area managed for multiple intersecting and competing uses - 

serves as potent example of what emerges when there are no clear references for 

restoration. 
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11:45-12:45 Lunch 

12:45-1:30 Cross-wise: When climate impacts intertwine with human legacies 

  Emily Howe, PhD, Aquatic & Estuarine Ecologist, The Nature Conservancy 

Dr. Howe will present a 4-part medley of restoration projects being undertaken at The 

Nature Conservancy: 1) a Puget Sound estuarine restoration; 2) an Olympic Peninsula 

tributary restoration; 3) an eastern Cascades forest restoration-snowpack research 

project; and 4) an urban stream restoration project.  All of these are examples wherein 

we are trying to exact a particular function in a landscape that no longer adheres to 

reference condition rules. Underlying all of them, is a cross-wise relationship between 

climate change impacts to hydrology and a legacy of human imprints on the structural 

landscape. 

1:30-2:15 Conservation of an Endangered Butterfly and the Management of Novel Plant 

Assemblages 

Amy Lambert, Ph.D., Full-Time Lecturer, University of Washington, Bothell, School of 

Interdisciplinary Arts and Sciences 

 

The island marble butterfly was discovered at American Camp, San Juan National 

Historical Park in 1998. Following extensive surveys, several local populations were 

recorded on San Juan and Lopez Islands. However, the population has declined 

significantly over the past decade, with only one known population remaining. Due to 

small population size and restricted range, the island marble is expected to be federally 

listed as endangered in the near future. Among the many factors, loss of habitat is 

thought to be a potential driver of small population size. In response, agencies made 

funding available to restore mustards in natural and managed landscapes including 

prairies and roadsides. While much attention has been focused on restoration of native 

plants in prairie landscapes, research that aims to create novel plant assemblages (both 

non-native mustard and native prairie species) has been limited. We conducted five 

years of experimental research to determine if a phased approach to restoration of non-

native mustard and native prairie species would support island marble. We asked three 

fundamental questions: Can we build a novel plant community? If we build it, will island 

marble use it? If they use it, will island marble survive? Our findings suggest that novel 

plant assemblages that include both non-native host plants and native prairie species 

can be built but that a phased approach is necessary to sustain island marble 

populations.  

2:15-2:30 Break 
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2:30-3:15 Indigenous Restoration Perspectives 

Ashley Alvarez, Unangan, Black, & Filipina, Co-owner of Indigenous Roots LLC 

Pah-tu Pitt, Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs Member, Native Kut 

 

This presentation will dive into different ways indigenous community members tackle 

restoration using traditional land management practices and activities. This 

presentation will also dismantle some stereotypes of western society’s perspectives of 

indigenous land management, conservation, and ways these false narratives perpetuate 

displacement, erasure, and tokenization. 

3:15-3:55 Diversity as strength: A rainbow of goals and approaches 

Emma Marris, Environmental writer 

 In a summing-up session, Emma Marris will look at the many ways novel ecosystems can 

be conceptualized and folded into conservation strategies. As the projects highlighted at 

this symposium show, approaches and goals can vary as much as these emerging 

systems do. And as in ecosystems, that diversity of practice and goals can confer 

resilience and strength, if deployed strategically. 

3:55-4:00 Wrap-up comments 

Joy Wood, Founder and Ecologist | Restoration Analytics & Design LLC 

Rolf Gersonde, Senior Environmental Analyst | Seattle Public Utilities, President of the 

Board of Directors | Northwest Chapter of the Society for Ecological Restoration 

4:00-6:00 Reception 

* At 5:00, Rodney Pond will lead an optional walking tour and discussion of projects in 

the Union Bay Natural Area 


